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Today’s presentations contain forward-looking statements. All statements made that are not historical facts are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, and actual results may differ materially. Please refer to our most recent Earnings Release and our most recent Form 10-Q or 10-K filing for more information on the risk factors that could cause actual results to differ.

If we use any non-GAAP financial measures during the presentations, you will find on our website, intc.com, the required reconciliation to the most directly comparable GAAP financial measure.

INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED “AS IS”. NO LICENSE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, BY ESTOPPEL OR OTHERWISE, TO ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT. INTEL ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER AND INTEL DISCLAIMS ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, RELATING TO THIS INFORMATION INCLUDING LIABILITY OR WARRANTIES RELATING TO FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT, COPYRIGHT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT.

Performance tests and ratings are measured using specific computer systems and/or components and reflect the approximate performance of Intel products as measured by those tests. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance. Buyers should consult other sources of information to evaluate the performance of systems or components they are considering purchasing. For more information on performance tests and on the performance of Intel products, reference www.intel.com/software/products.

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products.
In Next 5 Years, Make Cloud Security Equal to or Better Than Traditional Best In Class Enterprise Security

Available Today

Secure Cloud Data Centers: Intel VT & TXT, McAfee MOVE AV, McAfee ePO, Application Control

Secure the Connections: McAfee Cloud Security Platform

Secure User & Intelligent Devices: Intel Identity Protection Tech., McAfee Cloud Identity Manager, McAfee Deep Defender

Industry Collaboration: Accelerate Broad Adoption of Security Standards for Cloud & Enable Broad Range of Open, Interoperable Security Solutions

Hardware-enhanced Security + Software & Services Key To Achieve Mission

Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessors Workload Suitability

Can your workload scale to over 100 threads?

Yes  No

Can your workload benefit from large vectors?

Yes

Can your workload benefit from more memory bandwidth?

Yes

If application scales with threads and vectors or memory bandwidth, Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessors

* Theoretical acceleration of a highly parallel processor over a Intel® Xeon® parallel processor
Software, Drivers, & Online Resources
Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessor

Software, Drivers, & Tools Downloads
Getting Started Development Guides
Video Workshops, Tutorials, & Events
Code Samples & Case Studies
Articles, Forums, & Blogs
Support & Product Links

http://software.intel.com/mic-developer
Check the “TRAINING” tab and “Events” link on http://software.intel.com/mic-developer
Getting Help On Programming – Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessor

1. Intel® Developer Zone
   - Start at http://software.intel.com/mic-developer
   - Go to “Get Support” to get to the Intel® MIC Forums
   - Search for postings related to issue(s) or create new posting for your issue

2. Intel® Premier Support
   - Visit Intel® Premier Support at https://premier.intel.com
   - Available to users who have active licenses of Intel® software developer tools
   - Submit questions, problems, tech support issues
     - Issues get examined in 4 business hours
     - Monitor previously submitted issues

Please Note: For platform-related issues, contact your OEM

Check the “GET SUPPORT” tab on http://software.intel.com/mic-developer
The Advantages of Fabrics Integration

**Problem:**
- **Power** – System IO Interface Adds “10s Of Watts” Incremental Power
- **Cost & Density** – More Components On A Server Node
- **Scalability** – Processor Capacity & Fabric Bandwidth Scaling Faster Than System IO Bandwidth

**Solution:**
- Removing The System IO Interface From The Fabrics Solution **Reducing Power**
- An Integrated Fabrics Results In **Fewer Components On The Server Node**
- An Integrated Fabric **Balances Fabric and Compute, Scaling Application Performance & Efficiency**

Fabric Integration Required to Scale Performance & Power
Rack Scale Architecture

Optical Rack

Links To Spine

Fibers: Trays to Patch Panel 15 thin fibers connect all CPUs

TOR or Optical Patch Panel

10G/40G/100G TOR

Patch Panel with DCC Connectors

SiPh Optical Technology

4x25G SiPh Module

4x25G Socket

Mezzanine Fiber

Tray

Optical DCC Connector

Mezzanine Fiber

To Patch Panel/TOR

Mezzanine with 100G SiPh Processor removal does not require Mezzanine Fiber to be removed

Rack is configured once, ready for multi-generational use
Converged Storage Servers
Support Scale-out Architecture

Achieves Greater Deployment Flexibility:
- Performance & Efficiency
- Availability
- Management
- Capacity

**Storage Components**
- Enclosure
- Backplane
- SATA/SAS Cables
- IOC/HBA
- Solid State Storage
- Hard Disks

**Server Components**
- Server board
- Server chipset
- Server processor
- Server memory
- Network card
- Power supply

Converged storage servers deliver a cost-effective scale-out storage platform
Legal Disclaimers

All products, computer systems, dates, and figures specified are preliminary based on current expectations, and are subject to change without notice.

Intel processor numbers are not a measure of performance. Processor numbers differentiate features within each processor family, not across different processor families. Go to: http://www.intel.com/products/processor_number

Intel, processors, chipsets, and desktop boards may contain design defects or errors known as errata, which may cause the product to deviate from published specifications. Current characterized errata are available on request.

Intel® Virtualization Technology requires a computer system with an enabled Intel® processor, BIOS, virtual machine monitor (VMM). Functionality, performance or other benefits will vary depending on hardware and software configurations. Software applications may not be compatible with all operating systems. Consult your PC manufacturer. For more information, visit http://www.intel.com/go/virtualization

No computer system can provide absolute security under all conditions. Intel® Trusted Execution Technology (Intel® TXT) requires a computer system with Intel® Virtualization Technology, an Intel TXT-enabled processor, chipset, BIOS, Authenticated Code Modules and an Intel TXT-compatible measured launched environment (MLE). Intel TXT also requires the system to contain a TPM v1.s. For more information, visit http://www.intel.com/technology/security

Requires a system with Intel® Turbo Boost Technology. Intel Turbo Boost Technology and Intel Turbo Boost Technology 2.0 are only available on select Intel® processors. Consult your PC manufacturer. Performance varies depending on hardware, software, and system configuration. For more information, visit http://www.intel.com/go/turbo

Intel® AES-NI requires a computer system with an AES-NI enabled processor, as well as non-Intel software to execute the instructions in the correct sequence. AES-NI is available on select Intel® processors. For availability, consult your reseller or system manufacturer. For more information, see http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-advanced-encryption-standard-instructions-aes-ni/
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